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Character Development in Youth Sports Essay. Words10 Pages. I saw in his eyes sheer delight and the joy of
accomplishment. He had successfully faced .

It teaches each individual to stay balanced, the up and down of sport teaches athletes to stay on the axis and
avoid circular emotions. Fear of losing will increase your anxiety and cause distress and hence leading to poor
performance and undesirable results. Academic integrity is a great tool for a person to obtain because it
follows in with following the rules and if an individual wants to be successful in life they must follow the rules
and maintain their obligations they agreed to. In a team sports if the team is playing badly that team could still
win the game based and other players performing to their needs. A DII softball team chose to recruit me and
pay me to play softball for them. Defined A team is defined as a group of people brought together to perform a
common task Sohmen,  For 15 years I dedicated myself to pitching, and what people do not realize is the fact
that most pitchers, such as me, spend an hour at least four to five times a week outside of team practice
working on our pitching skills. No one in the world provokes this question more than legendary athletes, with
less of understanding of what lurks beneath the surface. I will use my essential tools when dealing with a
future situation that may deal with friends, family, a work setting or just my day-today activities. Of course
with my developed life skills of perseverance, hard work and determination, I was not going to let the injury
keep me from playing softball. A few division three universities in Pennsylvania wanted me to sign with them
and be apart of their team. This character development alone gives an individual the opportunity to be
successful in life. It was a tough decision but I think it was time to face the facts; if I keep pushing myself then
eventually I will tear myself apart to the point I can not even coach. Sports in Psychology and Life, and
Psychology in Sports I will divide my further talk into two parts: Sports in psychology and life. Observation
and analysis: Sports improves your observatory powers and analytical skills. Sports are much more than just a
way to stay active, they have important physical, psychological and social development benefits. Team works
provide confidence, dedication, fun, possible scholarships. I coached Little League baseball with one of my
mentors and he simply printed out certificates on his computer. Your peer group has a big influence on the
way you behave and the things that you do. Winning builds confidence especially when that winning
represents a true accomplishment. Sports improves sleep patterns and levels of anxiety. More over team sports
playing kids would accomplish better academic result compare to those who are individuals. So with all these
positive outcomes that extracurricular activities have for our students, what is causing students to not become
more involved in them? Not always, of course. They must learn to pick themselves up and keep moving
forward. This question also helped to determine how people who did not play sports felt about them. Have
respect for the vanquished. His base hit drove in a run, continued an inning and fueled a rally which brought
the team a victory from what looked like a certain defeat. The time spent practicing with a team, will improve
your skills and give you countless hours of enjoyment. Another characteristic that falls into honesty and
ethical behavior is integrity.


